WHAT KIND OF ATTITUDE DO YOU HAVE?
It is our ATTITUDE more than anything else that affects the successful outcome of a difficult
situation.
Excuses are everywhere! It can't be done. We've never done it that way. That won't work. We've
already tried that. It takes too much time. It's too hard. It's boring. It won't make any difference.
It's not worth the trouble.
It is no wonder that we don't succeed when we have attitudes like this. We are already destined
to fail. We must change the way we look at difficult situations and adjust our ATTITUDES. We
cannot change the task, but we can change the way we look at it. We just need to make the
commitment to change our way of thinking.
I want to succeed whenever possible. I will make sure my attitude doesn't undermine my
chances of success.
ATTITUDE - DETERMINATION - COMMITMENT
Many calls are received from Ladies telling me of situations in their Temples that need
addressing. But, when I offer suggestions, the ideas are rejected because of bad ATTITUDES. I
offer to have members of the Membership Committee or Action Team visit the Temples to help
them solve their situations, but I am told that just isn't necessary. So, how can we be of help? I
ask myself that question each time I receive one of these requests.
NEGATIVITY IS RAMPANT AMONG US.
We MUST stop thinking negatively all of the time. When times are tough the tough get going –
but, NOT with an ATTITUDE of negativity. Think POSITIVELY! I didn't say it was going to be
easy – but, I do believe that with a positive ATTITUDE, all things are possible.
The Membership Committee and Action Team members are available and willing to help any
Temple with any problem which they have that needs a fresh approach. Perhaps the members
of your Temple have just rehashed its problem over so many times that some new thoughts
from new people might shed a different light on the situation. We can't help if you don't let us!
Just give us a call and we'll be there! Our organization is worth it!
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